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I can forgive the lack of Hot and Cold startup for this aircraft simply because I already own the PoP
Milviz and its so much better. I mean the startup system for the Milviz sounds great, but it is so

inaccurate. It always seemed to take twice as long to get to the real Milviz startup state. There is
also a lot of variation in weather and humidity. For example, a day that was 75 degrees and

overcast, the Milviz startup would be hot and humid, but then when the day had a nice, nice sunny
day, the startup was a breeze. The full FCOM boot is needed for the airport to work so hopefully

theyve included one in the Simfile. By the way I was impressed with the amount of detail Carenado
included in the Simfile, many other simmers who said its missing things like the radio indicators and

emergency equipment would be impressed. In fact, theres even a nice custom scenery for Hong
Kong in the scenario they created. Ive always prefered flying in FSX and simulating the Milviz aircraft

in Carenado. I never quite got into FSX as I always thought it was too limited in the flight controls.
Since I already own the PoP Milviz, I dont feel like I need to buy the full FCOM package, especially at
this price. Carenado claims the Milviz has a great flying experience, but at $59.99 I think it is a bit
expensive for an aircraft that I already own. Carenado is using a type certificate that says that the
Milviz Model 312 and 310 are the same airplane. But its hard to tell because the Model 310r that
Carenado is releasing will include the new FMC which the Model 312 also includes. The 310r I pre-

ordered has the Model 312 FMC, but I have heard that later model 310 are going to be equipped with
the FMC. The Model 312 does include all of the various control yokes, rudder pedals and FMC. The
Model 312r will have the FMC but no aircraft specific control yokes or rudder pedals. There are also
some disputes between Carenado and the FAA about the Model 312 and 310 certification and type

certificate.
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